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“Your favorite political reporter’s favorite 
magazine.” —The Atlantic

Leading the American conversation  
for more than 100 years

“The in-flight magazine of Air Force One.”—NPR

“The most entertaining and intellectually agile 
magazine in the country.” —Vanity Fair

“The nation’s most interesting and most important 
political journal.” —George Will



Award-Winning 
Editorial Coverage

From Washington and beyond

Election 2024, Congress, Supreme Court Watch, Media

Energy, Politics, Environment, Green Living

Books, Film, Television, Poetry



Politics



Climate



Culture



Breaking 
News



64% male

36% 
femaleDigital 

In the know, inquisitive, engaged 

Demographics

Viewership

Sources: Google Analytics, three-month average, March 2024; TNR Reader Survey, October 2021

41% age 45 and up 32% $75k+85% graduate+

Gender Age Education Household Income

Users  

3.8 M
Page views  

13.3 M



19%  
Midwest

44%  
$750k+

28%  
South

27%  
West

Print
1,500 copies of each issue of The New 
Republic are distributed to U.S. legisla-
tive, judicial, and executive branches.

TNR reaches thought leaders through-
out the nation and on the Hill.

Paid circulation:  

60,000

Demographics

Location

Financial Strength

75% male

62% $75k+

64% age 45 and up 64% college+

25% 
female

12%  
$250k+

25%  
Northeast

16% grad 
school

Gender

Average Household Income

Age

Net Worth

Education

Sources: Epsilon Research, August 2022; CDS Fulfillment, January 2023



Audience
Active spenders, travelers, investors 

Chic Society

High-society lives with high disposable income and affinity 
for travel and luxury. Active donors who spend via multiple 
channels across myriad categories.

$204,200 average income
58 average age

292 index
Easy Street 

Typically older and educated—financially savvy, active 
investors, have the highest net worth of any niche and spend 
twice the average across many categories.

$208,000 average income
63 average age

205 index
Sources: TNR Reader Survey, March 2023; Epsilon Research, August 2022

 60% of  TNR readers
• are or have been a senior or  
 C-suite executive/owner, or
• have a net worth of more  
 than $1 million, or
• have a household income  
 of more than $100,000.



Audience
Charity-minded, cultured, well-read

Source: Epsilon Research, August 2022

Investments

Investments 

227 index
Stocks/Bonds

197
Insurance 

131

Causes

Humanitarian 

317 index
 
Liberal politics 

308
Wildlife/environment 

301
Charitable

197

Passions

Cultural/arts events 

317 index
Gourmet foods  

217
Photography  

202
Wines  

193
Home improvements

192

Spending Habits 

Advocacy/political publications

1,526 index
Business publications  

1,472
Special interest publications

1,345
Environment publications

1,264
Health publications   

997

TNR readers enjoying 
an exclusive tour of 
Cuba curated by  
The New Republic



An unduplicated, highly  
exclusive digital audience

Source: SimilarWeb Visitors, February 2023

97%
of TNR’s visitors  
do not read  
Mother Jones. 

95%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
Axios.

95%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
The Nation.

94%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
The New Yorker.

93%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
The Hill.

90%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
The Atlantic.

89%
of TNR’s visitors 
do not read  
Politico.

In the know, inquisitive, engaged



Social  
Followers

X (formerly known as Twitter)

178,700

Facebook

160,000

Instagram

19,800

LinkedIn 

9,000



Advertising  
Opportunities Print

Full page  
1/2 page horizontal
1/3 page vertical 
2/3 page vertical 

Podcast

The Daily Blast with Greg Sargent
Pre-, mid-, and post-rolls
:30 and :60

Digital

Web

970 x 250
300 x 250
300 x 600
320 x 50

Newsletters

970 x 250
300 x 250

Dedicated  
Email

Custom sizes 
120,000+ 
opt-ins

Video ads
Pre- and  
mid-rolls  
:15 and :30 

Ask for custom integration



Special Digital Offer

For 2024,  
we promise to  
over-deliver  
on all digital  
plans by a  
minimum  
of 10%.

+10%



Sponsored  
Advertising  
Opportunity

Receive 100% share of voice 
on a new editorial series, or 
provide your own expertise 
for a custom content feature.

The Fight for America’s
Battleground States
An in-depth series looking at the critical contests
of election 2020

ILLUSTRATION BY RICHARD A. CHANCE

The Future of the Democratic Party Is in
Pennsylvania
Why a new liberal-left coalition could be the key to unlocking
America’s rural conservative vote.

Nikil Saval

The Legend of Roy Cooper
The presidential race may be a toss-up in North Carolina, but the
Democratic governor is cruising to reelection. What’s he doing
right?

Nick Martin

Living With White Supremacy
in a Swing State
Ohio has a reputation for moderation. But moderation in the
Trump era has an entirely di erent meaning.

Hanif Abdurraqib

Susan Collins and
the Death of the
Senate
The longtime senator is in
the electoral battle of her
life. But it’s not only her
legacy that’s at stake.

Meredith Shiner

The Great GOP
Dystopian
Experiment Is
Working Exactly as
Planned in Florida
Republicans have run the
place into the ground. Yet
voters keep electing them to
state and national o ce.
Why?

Adam Weinstein

Trumpism Ate Martha
McSally’s Brain
Why Arizona may be sending two
Democrats to the Senate for the first time in
70 years

Tom Zoellner

How a Radical Black
Tradition Could Buoy Biden
in Michigan
The Black vote may have cost
Democrats the election here in 2016.
This year is poised to be di erent.

Eli Day

How Wisconsin Became a Bastion of White
Supremacy
The Badger State is designed to keep Republicans in power, at
the expense of the minority vote. Can Joe Biden overcome these
structural disadvantages?

Emma Roller

Behind Every Republican Man
Joni Ernst’s reelection campaign may be an object lesson in what
it takes for a woman to win in today’s GOP.

Kerry Howley
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America 2050
Will the United States still be one nation? Should
it be?

ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG CHAYKA

It’s 2050. Does the
United States of
America as We
Once Knew It Still
Exist?
We asked 12 writers for their
predictions—and
recommendations for how to save
democracy.

Michael Tomasky

Division Is America’s Natural
State
A look back from the future at how it all went so wrong

Moustafa Bayoumi

We Must Fight for a
Better America. We
Have No Choice.
The problem isn’t
“polarization.” The problem
is white supremacy.

Siva Vaidhyanathan

Why Our Country Is
Too Big Not to Fail
Maybe the United States
was doomed from the start.
And Jean-Jacques
Rousseau can explain why.

Matthew Sitman

The Work of Democracy Is Not Only a Group
Endeavor
It’s also an individual one.

Mallory McMorrow

To Save the Republic, Confront the Carceral
State
The way to a stronger democracy starts with reforming our
massive criminal justice system.

Victor Ray

The O�-Neglected Enemy of
Democracy: Article V
Alas, we can’t fix this democracy without amending the U.S.
Constitution. The process for that is almost impossible.

Julie C. Suk

Representative
Democracy Got Us
Into This Mess.
Participatory
Democracy Can Get
Us Out.
Fixing gerrymandering isn’t
enough to build an
equitable, multiracial
society. We need dialogue.

Celina Su

Improving
American
Democracy Means
Working Locally for
the Common Good
Amid the threats of climate
change and civil war, the
“solidarity dividend”
benefits everyone.

Nell Irvin Painter

The Greatest Threat to the Unity of the
Country Is the Class Divide
How many rich moderates would join the MAGA far right if
redistribution policies threatened their wealth?

Kim Phillips-Fein

Only a Transformational Leader Can (and Will)
Save Us
Structural reforms like ranked-choice voting could take decades.
The right leader could expedite the process and save the republic
in the meantime.

Carlos Curbelo

Expanding Citizen Power
Beyond the Ballot Box
Responsive organizing is essential to
achieving policy reform.

Astra Taylor

Our Best-Case Scenario: A
Negotiated Breakup
Czechoslovakia’s “Velvet Divorce”
o ers a model for dealing with
America’s irreconcilable di erences.

Kurt Andersen
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Unbreaking America
How to fix a country that was already cracking up
before Trump came along

ILLUSTRATION BY JOAN WONG/GETTY (X2)

A Pandemic Dividend for Every American
All citizens deserve a share of the wealth that’s being disbursed
to save the economy from Covid-19’s ravages.

Christopher Mackin, Richard May

How Biden Can Bring Transparency Back to
Government
Federal secrecy reached new heights under Trump, but there’s a
lot the incoming president can do to let the sunshine back in.

Joshua Eaton

Cancel Our Debts, Then Cancel
Debt
We need a country that doesn’t make debt accumulation the
cost of entry into a decent life.

Nick Martin

How to Fix the
House of
Representatives
Thanks to gerrymandering,
Congress’ lower chamber is
a distorted representation
of the American people.
Here’s a remedy.

Matt Ford

How to Make the
Paris Agreement
Really Work
The climate accord will only
succeed if the Biden
administration can think
outside of it.

Kate Arono

Workers of the
Facebook, Unite!
Trust-busting isn’t the only way to
bring the tech behemoth to heel.
The company’s own employees can
organize to force Mark Zuckerberg’s
hand.

Jacob Silverman

The Case for Biden to Muddle Through
America’s Political Crisis
How the president-elect should deal with Trump’s Republican
enablers

Walter Shapiro

Buy Every American an Electric Moped
We need to change our behavior rapidly to avert climate
catastrophe. But we can also make life easier for everyone.

Alex Pareene

Joe Biden Doesn’t Need the
GOP’s Permission to Fix Our
Broken Immigration System
The presidency confers broad powers that
will allow him to roll back all of the damage
done by his predecessor.

Felipe De La Hoz

This Beleaguered Federal
Agency Is America’s Best
Hope to Curb Guns
Everybody hates the ATF. But with Joe
Biden’s help, it could be the engine
behind game-changing firearms
reform.

Joshua Eaton

Labor Power Is the Key to
Racial Equity
The next big American conversation about race should take
place in a union hall.

Thomas Geoghegan

Simply Talking
About the
Pandemic the Right
Way Can Help
Rebuild American
Democracy
Joe Biden has a
generational opportunity to
restore solidarity in the
citizenry—through words
alone.

Ian Beacock, Heidi Tworek

How to Make
Kleptocrats Fear
America Again
Joe Biden might be the
perfect president to restore
America’s standing as a
champion against foreign
corruption.

Casey Michel

End the Cops’
Cannibalization of
Our Budgets
“Defund the police” is not an
austerity measure. It’s a demand
that we put police department
budgets to better use.

Melissa Gira Grant

Make Media Small Again
Why consolidation is bad for journalism—and how the
government can fix it

Alex Shephard

The Lethal Inequality on American Farms
During the pandemic, a broken system for migrant laborers
turned even more deadly.

Jonah Goldman Kay

The Case for Giving Workers
Ownership Rights
Workplace democracy would have lessened
the damage from this year’s economic crisis
—and could bu er the next one.

Osita Nwanevu

How to Restore the Glory of
Government Science
The CDC and FDA got a black eye in
2020. Here’s how they can earn back
the public’s trust.

Melody Schreiber
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Work Sucks
An exploration of how we work, why we work, and
when we might stop

ILLUSTRATION BY DALBERT VILARINO

In Defense of Doing Nothing
The cultural impetus to hustle is built on decades-old political
language. Why not try idleness instead?

Apoorva Tadepalli

Right to Work on a Hot Planet
Labor and climate campaigners quite literally share a common
enemy. The name often ends in Koch.

Kate Arono

The Essential Worker Strike
Wave
More than 1,000 frontline workers are on strike as the
pandemic rages in New York City. Could this be a flash of
what’s to come?

Luis Feliz Leon

The Age of the
Disappearing Boss
From open o ce plans to
gig work cons and fast-food
franchises, the question of
who’s actually in charge has
been intentionally
obscured.

Marie Solis

Crying at Work Isn’t
the Answer
Rather than focus on
normalizing weeping on the
job, why not just make jobs
suck less?

Colette Shade

My Life Sewing T-
Shirts for 26 Cents
an Hour
You might think I work outside the
U.S., beyond the reach of our labor
laws. You’d be wrong.

Wesley Williams

Unemployment Nation
Stories from the pandemic unemployed,
underemployed, or otherwise put out.

Katie McDonough, Laura Weiss, Luis Feliz Leon

The Presidency Is a Bad Job
A consideration of dirty work, the
people who dream of doing it, and what
it means for everyone else

Blair McClendon

Against Remote Work
After decades of being about to catch on, remote work may have
finally arrived for good. But at what cost to our privacy and
sanity?

The Politics of Everything

The Dream Job That Wasn’t
A lighthouse keeper, a deep-ocean researcher, a park ranger, and
a “Snoozetern” on the pitfalls of “doing what you love.”

Clio Chang

The Tyranny of the Pandemic
O�ce
Why are workers being called back for
nonessential work in the middle of a
pandemic? Because their bosses can get
away with it.

Megan Evershed

The Perpetual
Disappointment of Remote
Work
What the troubled history of
telecommuting tells us about its future

Richard Cooke

The Long Plot to
Escape From
Work
In the face of a nonexistent safety
net and bleak future prospects, the
F.I.R.E movement and other
individualized paths to financial
mastery o er a specific brand of
fantasy.

Katie McDonough

What Happened to the Intern
Revolution?
In the mid-2010s, the unpaid, co ee-fetching masses
appeared to be rising up. But 10 years later, there are few
signs that the entry-level revolt happened at all.

J.C. Pan

You Don’t Have to
Love Your Job
What if workers channeled
their passion into
organizing for better pay
and conditions instead?

Jonathan Malesic

The Beginning of
the End of
Meaningless Work
Ten years out from “The
Problem With Work,” the
theorist Kathi Weeks
considers the current labor
crisis, “essential” jobs, and
post-pandemic futures

Melissa Gira Grant

A Brief Cultural History of Work Sucking
We live in a work-obsessed country that, at least according to the
film and television we binge, hates work more than anything.

Isha Aran

Post-Work Migration and the End of America
Imagine a version of the U.S. that is not a global destabilizer and
coercive magnet for those fleeing that destabilization. Imagine a
world of movement for pleasure.

Felipe De La Hoz

The Artist Isn’t
Dead
Eulogies for the creative class are
premature. Art workers can
organize—and survive.

Robin Kaiser-Schatzlein
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Present your content—e.g,  
survey results, white paper—on  
NewRepublic.com.

Sponsor-Provided Content 

https://newrepublic.com/


TNR Newsletters The New Republic has must-read  
newsletters every day of the week. 

Whether a compilation of articles  
you can’t miss from TNR and beyond  
or one of our editors’ POV, TNR  
newsletters will keep you in the know.

Daily ..........................................  156,000

Weekly .........................................  89,600

Power Mad ..................................  19,700

Politics ........................................  19,200

Culture ........................................  18,600

Climate ........................................  18,600

Breaking News ............................  18,100

Inside Washington 
by Grace Segers* .........................  11,700

Fighting Words  
by Michael Tomasky ...................  10,300

Advertising opportunities:   
banners and paid post  
sponsorships (100% SOV)

*Created November 2023

Your donation helps continue more than

a century of quality journalism.

Donate to The New Republic

Robert A. Di Ieso <rdiieso@tnr.com>

ICYMI: New episode – The High Cost of Cheap E-Bikes

1 messageThe New Republic <hello@tnr.com>

Thu, Jan 26, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Reply-To: The New Republic <hello@tnr.com>

To: rdiieso@tnr.com

A podcast on the intersection of culture, media, and politics, 

hosted by Laura Marsh and Alex Pareene

Thursday
January 26, 2023

The High Cost of Cheap E-Bikes

Electric bicycles are catching on—and their lithium-ion batteries are catching

fire. Why is so little being done about it?

Listen Now

{{#if }}

Support Our Journalists{{else if {{/if}}

Other Audio Features / Events

TNR Live: What’s Up for the New Year? Part I

TNR editor Michael Tomasky moderates a conversation between staff

writers Timothy Noah, Grace Segers, Walter Shapiro, and Daniel

Strauss about what to keep an eye on in economic policy, on the Hill,

in the White House, and beyond in 2023.Listen Now

TNR Live: What’s Up for the New Year? Part II

TNR editor Michael Tomasky moderates a conversation between staff

writers Kate Aronoff, Matt Ford, Melissa Gira Grant, and Alex Shepard

about what to keep an eye on in climate reform, LGBTQ rights, the role of

media, and the Supreme Court in 2023.
Listen Now

The Run-Up Live with Jonathan Kott

The New Republic's Grace Segers and Daniel Strauss talk to Jonathan

Kott, a partner at Capitol Counsel, on Congress and the liberal and

moderate divide within the Democratic Party.Listen Now
TNR Newsletters: more must reads for your inbox. Sign up now!

Donate to support independent political journalism

Update your personal preferences for rdiieso@tnr.com by clicking here. 
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Ridley Scott’s Napoleon: Accidentally a Comedy?
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Big Publishing Killed the Author

How corporations wrested creative control from writers and editors—to

produce less interesting books.

By Scott W. Stern

Advertising

Christopher Rufo’s Troubling Path to Power

His incoherent attacks on critical race theory are only one part of a much

larger plan for counterrevolution.

By Moira Weigel

Thurston Moore Said It Better in Music

For all the messiness of his music, his account of his life in Sonic Youth

is conspicuously tidy.

By John Semley

{{#if }}

Introducing TNR memberships

Get the most out of TNR’s breaking news and in-depth analysis with our new membership

subscriptions, featuring exclusive benefits that help you dive deeper into today’s top stories.

Become a TNR member today

{{/if}}

Patrick Deneen’s Escape from Liberalism

“Regime Change” fits into a long tradition of magical thinking, from Anton

Mesmer to Theodore Roosevelt and beyond.

By Sean T. Byrnes

Nicolas Cage Can’t Escape Himself in Dream

ScenarioKristoffer Borgli’s surreal comedy probes the benefits and horrors of

instant fame.
By Adam Nayman

Can a New Generation of Luddites Take Down

A.I.?“The Palestine Laboratory” outlines how Israel sells its “battle-tested,”

“field-proven” weapons and spyware to practically anyone, no matter

how malevolent.

By Sam Russek

Ridley Scott’s Napoleon: Accidentally a

Comedy?
It’s a portrayal so undignified that I almost expected ABBA’s “Waterloo”

to play over the credits.

By David Klion

From The Politics of Everything podcast:

What’s Causing Those Airline Close Calls?

Reports of near-miss incidents at airports are growing more frequent—

as the passenger experience itself becomes ever more unpleasant.

Decades after deregulation, is the system at a breaking point?

By The Politics of Everything

Join TNR at these upcoming events:

 

• Win drinks, food, and even real cash prizes at “the best political

trivia” night, November 30 in D.C.

• Join TNR in Cuba: Explore the country’s unique history, politics,

and culture with us, March 2–9, 2024.

• Join TNR in Ireland and Northern Ireland: Explore the politics of the

Emerald Isle, May 15–24, 2024.

TNR Travel

Explore Cuba!

Cuba is quite simply one of the most amazing places in the world. Now

we’re inviting you to take advantage of our expertise and join a special

group of readers and supporters on a lovingly designed, all-inclusive

tour of this fantastic destination.

By The New Republic

On the Road in the Emerald Isle

Experience Ireland and Northern Ireland through a unique “dual

narrative” perspective, with Catholic and Protestant tour guides sharing

their communities’ histories and stories. You’ll enrich your

understanding of the conflict’s personal nature, while gaining insight

into how peace was built and the hard work so many are still doing to

sustain it today.
By The New Republic

Update your personal preferences for rdiieso@tnr.com by clicking here. 
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The Battle Over Church and State Could Take Down the Charter School Movement
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This Is Biden’s Soft Landing, and He

Deserves Some Credit

The last time this happened, voters didn’t credit Bill Clinton. That may be

a bad omen, or a good one.

By Timothy Noah

Democratic Socialists Are Deepening the

Struggle for a Free Palestine

Judge DSA by our organizing—look at the streets, not the tweets. A

response to the open letter by former DSA members published in TNR.

By Ashik Siddique

The Two Sides of Donald Trump Are Equally

Bad
The former president is making news for his ramped-up authoritarian

rhetoric, but his embrace of the Republican Party’s most unpopular ideas

shouldn’t be ignored.

By Alex Shephard{{#if }}

Introducing TNR memberships

Get the most out of TNR’s breaking news and in-depth analysis with our new membership

subscriptions, featuring exclusive benefits that help you dive deeper into today’s top stories.

Become a TNR member today

{{/if}}

Why Biden Shouldn’t Run for Reelection—

According to Biden Himself

The president’s 2024 campaign fails the very test that he applied to his

2020 campaign.

By Rob Anderson

The Fashion Empire Built on Stolen Ideas

Mindy Scheier built her brand catering to disabled people, but there’s

mounting evidence that she’s no ally.

By Liz Jackson, Rua Williams

Advertising

Silicon Valley’s Big A.I. Dreams Are Headed for

a Copyright Crash

The tech industry thought that the legal issues over their shiny new toys

were a settled matter. They thought wrong.

By Matt Ford

Why Are CNN, ABC, and NBC Reporters

Embedding With the Israeli Military?

The news networks have been allowed to tag along with the Israel

Defense Forces in Gaza—under certain conditions.

By Edith Olmsted

Eric Adams’s Entanglements With Turkey Mark

a New Level of Kleptocracy

Are foreign influence peddlers developing a taste for local and municipal

politicians?By Casey Michel

George Santos Is a Sideshow. Pay Attention to

the Real GOP Dangers.

The New York Times poll has set off panic among Democrats. But a

different poll should give them hope.

By Alex Shephard

Advertising

It’s Official: With “Vermin,” Trump Is Now

Using Straight-up Nazi Talk

He’s telling us what he will do to his political enemies if he’s president

again. Is anyone listening?

By Michael Tomasky

The Battle Over Church and State Could Take

Down the Charter School Movement

The Supreme Court’s rightward tilt has the Christian right dreaming of

upending public education. But it could come at the expense of

conservatives’ big ideas.

By Adam Laats

TNR Travel

Explore Cuba!

Cuba is quite simply one of the most amazing places in the world. Now

we’re inviting you to take advantage of our expertise and join a special

group of readers and supporters on a lovingly designed, all-inclusive

tour of this fantastic destination.

By The New RepublicJoin TNR at these upcoming events:

 

• Win drinks, food, and even real cash prizes at “the best political

trivia” night, November 30 in D.C.

• Join TNR in Cuba: Explore the country's unique history, politics,

and culture with us, March 2–9, 2024.

• Join TNR in Ireland and Northern Ireland: Explore the politics and

history of the Emerald Isle, May 15–24, 2024.

Update your personal preferences for rdiieso@tnr.com by clicking here. 
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Taylor Swift’s got nothing on Pope Francis
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A weekly reckoning with our 

overheating planet—and the fight to save it 

 Buda Mendes/TAS23/Getty Images

I was disappointed when news broke Tuesday that Pope Francis was

canceling his appearance at the U.N. climate conference this week due

to illness. First, because I wanted to hear what he might say; the

Vatican’s prior climate communications have been pretty spicy, and his

insistence Sunday that he would fly to Dubai for the conference—

intravenous antibiotics or no—seemed to suggest the pontiff might open

up a nice big can of liberation theology on COP28’s fossil fuel shills. And

second, because I was really hoping to write a newsletter about the

pope showing Taylor Swift how it’s done.

 
Swift has been criticized both for her relative political timidity and her

personal carbon footprint. In 2022, she received the top spot on a list of

“Celebs With the Worst Private Jet CO2 Emissions.” Then, on Friday,

November 17, 23-year-old Ana Clara Benevides collapsed at a Swift

concert in Rio de Janeiro, during a heat wave that shattered all-time

records for Brazil and contributed to a brief first-ever rise in average

global surface temperatures by more than two degrees Celsius (3.6

degrees Fahrenheit) above preindustrial levels. Benevides died later that

day at the hospital.

 
“What does Taylor Swift owe the planet?” Emily Atkin and Arielle

Samuelson asked in the Heated newsletter. The star posted a message

to Instagram on Saturday, the day after Benevides’s death, explaining

that that evening’s show had been postponed to keep “fans, fellow

performers, and crew” safe. It did not mention the broader context of this

extreme heat. And as Atkin and Samuelson persuasively argued, it

probably should have.

“Extreme heat experts say Taylor Swift’s deadly concert and the Earth’s

grim temperature milestone are in fact part of the same narrative,” Atkin

and Samuelson wrote. “They each illustrate the consequences of

ignoring scientists’ warnings about the deadly risks of climate change.”

Not only do pop stars need to start factoring extreme heat into their tour

plans ahead of time, but it’s increasingly clear that Swift has tremendous

cultural power and ability to shift political opinion. “At some point,”

climate writer and Swift fan Jeff Goodell told Atkin and Samuelson, “if

she wants to be a force for good in the world, she needs to use her voice

at moments like this.”

 
Of course, there’s a reasonable case to be made that Benevides’s death

would have been a tough time for Taylor Swift to talk about climate

change: Would it have come across as deflecting from the fact that the

fan died at her concert? Would it have come across as hypocritical given

her own oversize carbon footprint?

 
At the same time, Swift is a savvy communicator, and there are ways to

navigate these potholes that could make her potential leadership on

climate change more compelling, rather than less—especially since this

isn’t about her emissions just as a pop star with a private plane but as

the head of a massive international business. As a blueprint, imagine

something like this:
All of us working within organizations, businesses, and governments

need to think about how to adapt our processes to keep people safe

in this new normal. So last night I asked the managing staff of the

Eras tour to start coming up with a plan to address extreme heat and

other weather events at our concerts, in order to keep both fans and

staff safe as these once-unthinkable weather events become more

common. 
 

I’ve also been thinking about modifications I can make to reduce the

emissions contributing to the problem. Going forward, I will be

reviewing how both I and the Eras tour conduct business so that we

can align our actions and the example we set with our values. I don’t

know yet what that will look like. But I know we’re all up against a very

scary problem right now, and I want to be part of the solution. 

Pope Francis offers an interesting point of contrast here. He too risks

losing fans when he gets political. In fact, instead of risking album or

concert sales, he risks the unity of the Catholic Church, which is central

to his mission and legacy. (Taylor Swift’s legacy as a top-selling pop star,

I would argue, is already cemented.) He too travels with an entourage,

albeit on a chartered plane rather than a private jet. 

 
Yet Francis clearly thinks it’s worth speaking out about climate change.

He seems to believe we’re at a crucial moment where those who have

the power to speak publicly have a moral duty to do so.

 
So anyway, I was putting the finishing touches on this inspiring example

when news of his trip cancellation broke. The pope has a very good

excuse: He is quite sick, in addition to being nearly 87 years old and

missing part of his lung from a teenage illness. 

 
But the trip cancellation further lowers expectations that were already

abysmally low for this summit. Joe Biden is missing the gathering for the

first time of his presidency; his administration recently held the first of

several oil and drilling rights sales that will proceed while COP28 is

underway. Internal documents from the United Arab Emirates, reported

this week by The New York Times, show that COP28 president (and

head of the state-owned oil company) Sultan Al Jaber plans to use the

conference to bolster oil and gas deals for the UAE. A different set of

documents leaked to The Guardian shows that the meat industry intends

to use the summit to promote the idea that meat is good for the

environment (it isn’t—not even close).

 
The pope wasn’t going to single-handedly turn this pablum-and-

disinformation factory of a conference into a productive meeting. But a

voice like his—the papacy has traditionally been an “establishment”

position perceived as speaking from the global north—calling bullshit on

rich nations and their corporations would, at the very least, have been a

refreshing break with COP tradition. The pope still believes a pulpit can

be used to sound the alarm, shift the culture just a fraction of an inch,

and make political change more likely. Imagine what it might look like if

more global figures with a pulpit—like Taylor Swift—believed similarly.

—Heather Souvaine Horn, deputy editor

Programs designed to help coal workers transition to good jobs that are

more sustainable are getting a fresh infusion of cash, the Energy

Department announced this week.

It’s looking like 2023 may be the first year when average global

temperatures rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius above preindustrial

temperatures. This was the original limit set in the Paris Agreement, the

level of warming countries would strive to keep the world below. A single

year beyond 1.5 degrees, a new Vox piece points out, doesn’t mean that

limit has been crossed definitively. But it’s a milestone that many will

rightly interpret as an urgent call to action.

Stat of the Week
That’s how much crude oil the United States is on track to produce by

the end of the year—“more than double what was produced a decade

ago,” The Guardian points out—as the country’s representatives head to

the U.N. climate conference this week. The U.S. is set to break records

for both oil and gas production.
Elsewhere in the Ecosystem

The libertarian developer looming over West Maui’s water conflict

Invasive grasses like the ones growing on land belonging to Christian real

estate developer Peter Martin may have played a role in Maui’s recent,

devastating wildfires. Amazingly, that’s not the most striking detail in this

piece, which explores the battle between Martin and Native Hawaiians

like Ku’uleialoha Palakiko, as the latter fight to maintain access to water

while Martin’s developments drain the land dry. Who knows why people

like Martin talk to reporters if they can’t refrain from ridiculous statements

like, “I’m not comparing these people to Hitler; I’m just saying.…” But talk

he did. And the results are something else.

Martin says he didn’t set out to make Launiupoko a luxury

development, but that its value spiked after Maui County imposed

rules that limited large-scale residential development on agricultural

land. Martin’s development was grandfathered in under those

restrictions, and demand for large homes drove up prices in the area.

He says criticism of swimming pools and landscaped driveways is

rooted in envy. 

 
“People come over and make their land beautiful by using water,” he

said. 
Martin also maintains that there’s more than enough water for

everyone, but that doesn’t seem to be the case. Annual precipitation

around Lāhainā declined by about 10 percent between 1990 and 2009,

drying out the streams near Launiupoko, and now Martin sometimes

can’t provide water to all his customers during dry periods.

Grist | Anita Hofschneider and Jake Bittle
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Shut Up and Tip, You Liberal

Cheapskate!

We ought to be living in a country where service employees are paid a decent wage.

Until that day arrives—tip, and tip generously.

by Timothy Noah

Support Our Journalists

Donate to The New Republic today

We are a small, independent magazine, and readers like you ensure

our journalists have the resources they need to correct misinformation

and expose the right’s assaults on our democracy. Will you support their

reporting by donating today?

—Michael Tomasky, editor

This Company Is Suing the

U.S. Over the Keystone

Pipeline Cancellation.

Taxpayers Are Footing the

Bill.The lawyers, meanwhile, are living

handsomely.
by Kate Aronoff

Bipartisan Supreme Court

Reform Is Not a Pipe Dream

By backing the implementation of ethics

reforms already practiced in the lower

courts instead of more radical solutions,

liberals can make a case with which

conservatives might agree.

by Simon Lazarus

Victor Navasky’s Vast

Intellectual Universe

The former longtime editor of The Nation,

who died on Monday, opened up

unimaginable worlds to countless

journalists like me.

by Michael Tomasky

Gambling Is Ruining the NFL

for Fans. Blame Chris

Christie.With the help of the Supreme Court, the

New Jersey governor paved the way for the

sportsbook industry to drown us in an

unrelenting onslaught of advertisements.

by Matt Ford

From the archives:

Cleaning: The Final Feminist

FrontierWhy men still don't do their share of the

dirty work.by Jessica Grose
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Join us for Cinematters screenings on Jan 16 + 18, 2023. Cinematters presents impactful films
with a goal to engage the community toward a more democratic, inclusive, and just society. In
the spirit of Dr. King’s legacy, our ultimate goal is to promote social action that leads to positive
change in our society and beyond.

STRANGER AT THE GATE
Dir. Joshua Seftel | US | 2021 | 30 min

After 25 years of service, U.S. Marine Mac
McKinney returns home to Indiana filled
with an all-consuming rage, and plans to
bomb the local mosque. But when he
comes face to face with the community of
Afghan refugees and others of Muslim faith
that he seeks to kill, his plan takes an
unexpected turn. 
 
Screening followed by Q+A with the
director.

Mon, Jan 16, 4 pm, $5

Purchase Tickets

BLACK MOTHERS LOVE & RESIST
Dir. Débora Souza Silva | US | 2022 | 103 min
NY Premiere

Wanda Johnson and Angela Williams,
mothers of young Black men victimized by
police brutality, come together and build a
network of community-led support, mutual
aid, and healing. Radical empathy fuels
this timely exposé.
 
 
Screening followed by Q+A with film
subject Wanda Johnson. 

Mon, Jan 16, 5:30 pm, $5

Purchase Tickets

REPAIRING THE WORLD: STORIES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE
Dir. Patrice O’Neill | US | 2022 | 82 min
NY Premiere

A documentary on the Pittsburgh
community’s powerful response to hate in
the aftermath of the deadliest antisemitic
attack in U.S. history. Through the voices
of survivors, family members, and diverse
Pittsburgh residents and leaders, the film
shows unity in a moment of crisis.
 
Screening followed by Q+A with the
director.

Wed, Jan 18, 7 pm, $16

Purchase Tickets

Cinematters is copresented by The Carole Zabar Center for Film and The Joseph Stern Center
for Social Responsibility.

Start 2023 off great on Jan 8! Join us for a free day of in-person and virtual fitness and
wellness programs at our New Year's Fitness Fair. RSVP now.
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Dear Friend,
 
As a reader of The New Republic, you know that the climate crisis poses
an unprecedented threat to humanity. We believe to avoid the most
catastrophic effects of climate change, we need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and source more renewable energy. Now is the time to align
your values with your investments.
 
If you have an IRA or another investment to save for the future:
 

• Does it align with your values and keep your money out of coal, oil,
and gas companies?

• Or, like so many investments, does it invest in fossil fuel companies
that harm the environment and that you do not want to support?

 
Starting this year, you can join the thousands of individuals and institutions
who have stopped investing in environmentally harmful industries, such as
tobacco, nuclear weapons and start investing fossil fuel free.
 
Click the image below to receive our free guide to fossil fuel free investing.
 

 
For more than three decades, Green Century has helped people save for
their future without compromising their values by:
 

• Avoiding environmentally harmful corporations while investing in
green bonds

• Reducing plastic pollution, promoting clean energy and protecting
forests with an award-winning shareholder advocacy program.

• Supporting the environmental and public health non-profit
organizations that founded us in 1991 and still own us today.

 
Green Century Funds do not invest in corporations that:
 

• Explore for, extract, process, refine, and transmit coal, oil, or gas;
• Burn fossil fuels to make electricity; or
• Possess carbon reserves.

 
As one of the first families of environmentally responsible fossil fuel free
mutual funds, Green Century° has been a leader in sustainable investing
for more than 30 years.
 
Green Century defines its standard for environmentally responsible and
sustainable as seeking to provide an opportunity to invest in a way that
avoids environmentally dangerous industries which impose onerous costs
on society and the planet.
 
A sustainable investment strategy which incorporates environmental,
social and governance criteria may result in lower or higher returns than
an investment strategy that does not include such criteria.
 
Our exclusions are not a tagline. Green Century outlines our screens in
our prospectus.
 
To learn more about fossil fuel free investing…
 

• Download our free guide.
• Sign up for our newsletter or
• Request more information at info@greencentury.com

 
We’re here to help you curb climate change, halt new investments in fossil
fuel infrastructure, and promote clean and renewable energy.
 
Now is the time to align your values with your investments. Thank you for
your interest in Green Century.
 

°Green Century Capital Management, Inc. (Green Century) is the investment advisor to
the Green Century Funds (the Funds).
 
The Green Century Funds are a family of fossil fuel-free, environmentally responsible
mutual funds. Green Century Capital Management hosts an award-winning and in-house
shareholder advocacy program and is the only mutual fund company in the U.S. wholly
owned by environmental and public health nonprofit organizations.
 
You should carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges,
and expenses before investing. To obtain a Prospectus that contains this and
other information about the Funds please visit www.greencentury.com, email
info@greencentury.com, or call 1-800-934-7336. Please read the Prospectus
carefully before investing.
 
Stocks will fluctuate in response to factors that may affect a single company, industry,
sector, country, region or the market as a whole and may perform worse than the market.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks such as currency fluctuations, regional
economic and political conditions, differences in accounting methods, and other unique
risks compared to investing in securities of U.S. issuers. Bonds are subject to a variety
of risks including interest rate, credit, and inflation risk.
 
This information has been prepared from sources believed reliable. The views
expressed are as the date of this writing and are those of the Advisor to the Funds.
 
The Green Century Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 235 W
Galena Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212. 9/23. UMB and Green Century are not affiliated.
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Dear Friend,
 
As a New Republic reader, you know that the climate crisis poses an
unprecedented threat to humanity. To avoid the most catastrophic effects
of climate change, we need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
source more renewable energy.
 
This is an ambitious but achievable goal that is possible with a drastic
reduction in consumption of fossil fuels.
 
The coal, oil, and gas industries have spent billions of dollars blocking
efforts to address climate change. You can stand up against the fossil fuel
industry by moving your investments out of these companies. Divesting
from the fossil fuel industry is one of the most immediate and important
steps you can take to speed the transition to a clean economy.
 
That’s where Green Century can help. Download our free guide to fossil
fuel free investing.
 
It’s time to invest fossil fuel free.
 
You can start a new IRA, start or roll over your existing 401(k), and add the
Green Century Funds to your retirement plan if you are a business owner.
 
You’ll join thousands of individuals and businesses who have already
moved away from these environmentally reckless companies. So far,
nearly 1,500 organizations, with assets of $39.2 trillion—more than the
annual gross domestic product of the United States and China combined
—have committed to divest from fossil fuels.
 
Green Century has offered individuals a way to align their investments with
their values for over three decades. As the first family of fossil fuel free
mutual funds that are environmentally friendly and diversified, the Green
Century Funds have been a leader in the divestment movement since their
beginnings 10 years ago.
 
If you choose to invest in the Green Century Funds, you will be supporting
our award-winning shareholder advocacy program and the environmental
and public health nonprofit organizations that founded us in 1991.
 
It’s time to take a stand against the fossil fuel industry. Download our free
guide or request more information at info@greencentury.com.
 
Thank you for your interest in Green Century.
 

About Green Century Capital Management
 
°Green Century Capital Management, Inc. (Green Century) is the investment advisor to
the Green Century Funds (the Funds).
 
You should carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges,
and expenses before investing. To obtain a Prospectus that contains this and
other information about the Funds, please visit www.greencentury.com, email
info@greencentury.com, or call 1-800-934-7336. Please read the Prospectus
carefully before investing.
 
Stocks will fluctuate in response to factors that may affect a single company, industry,
sector, country, region, or the market as a whole and may perform worse than the
market. Foreign securities are subject to additional risks such as currency fluctuations,
regional economic and political conditions, differences in accounting methods, and other
unique risks compared to investing in securities of U.S. issuers. Bonds are subject to a
variety of risks, including interest rate, credit, and inflation risk. A sustainable investment
strategy that incorporates environmental, social, and governance criteria may result in
lower or higher returns than an investment strategy that does not include such criteria.
 
This information has been prepared from sources believed reliable. The views
expressed are as the date of this writing and are those of the advisor to the Funds.
 
The Green Century Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 235 W
Galena Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212. 9/22
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This is a sponsored message from one of The New Republic’s valued
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Dear Friend,
 
When a wolf pup from the Junction Butte pack followed the sound of
howling wolves, or the smell of a meal, she might have set a paw across
the invisible, man-made boundary of Yellowstone National Park.
 
The last thing this pup ever imagined was that she was being lured
out of the park with bait and recordings of wolves -- but once she left
the park, she was fair game to be shot and killed.
 
This has been the fate of a tragic number of Yellowstone’s wolves as
Montana has radically expanded hunting and trapping.
 
Montana’s Fish & Wildlife Commission is already making plans for
another wolf hunt, and they’re proposing to kill hundreds of wolves
statewide. Add your name: No more wolf hunts on Yellowstone’s
doorstep.
 
Two winters ago, a heartbreaking 1 out of every 5 of Yellowstone’s wolves
were killed when they strayed out of the park’s borders. It was the
deadliest hunting season in living memory for them.
 
But that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Statewide, hundreds more wolves
have been killed as Montana has radically expanded wolf hunting and
trapping.
 
Even by the state’s own inflated estimates, barely 1000 wolves
currently roam Montana. This new proposal would kill a quarter of
them — in just one year.
 
But the killing won’t stop there: The Montana state legislature has set a
goal of wiping out 90% of the wolves in the state.
 
Take action today to help save wolves from hunting.
 
Thank you for taking action to protect Montana’s wolves,
 
—The Environmental Action team
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Dear TNR Reader,

Democracy was big news this year. Candidates campaigned on it. Committee

hearings and political ads documented attacks against it. Polls1 showed that
most Americans now think it’s in crisis.

So what is the Brennan Center—an organization with “democracy” in its
mission statement—doing to protect our democracy? And is our work
working? The good news: Data from this year shows that investing in the fight
for democracy, powered by your support, is making a real difference. Here’s
some of what we focused on:

Help fund our winning strategy in 2023. Donate today and
your gift will be matched to double your impact.

>> We shone a light on election deniers ahead of the midterms

Dispelling the myth of voter fraud2 is a Brennan Center priority. We counter
disinformation designed to destroy public trust in elections and employed as
political cover to pass restrictive voting laws. When candidates for elected
office started making election denialism central to their midterm campaigns,
we sounded the alarm. Our analysis found that these lies showed up in
almost every battleground state.

The results? Our experts were quoted in outlets including The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, NPR, and The Washington Post. Reuters, The
Hill, and The New York Times cited our “Voting Laws Roundup,” a
comprehensive report on voter suppression legislation—one popular

explainer earned nearly a million views on YouTube3.

>> We equipped Latino voters and journalists
Latinos, one of the fastest growing voting blocs in the United States, faced a
wave of targeted disinformation. As part of our commitment to provide
research and analysis to Spanish-language journalists and to engage Latino
voters, we launched our Brennan en español initiative—including a Spanish-
language website and suite of social media accounts.

Brennan en español made a splash. Just six months after launching, we’ve
had 840,000 views of our first video. We partnered with dozens of Latino
influencers ahead of the midterms to provide trusted election information, and
we’ve been cited in leading Spanish-language media outlets, including
Univision, La Opinión, Telemundo, and the Los Angeles Times.

>> We shaped the public discourse around Moore v. Harper
The radical “independent state legislature theory” at the heart of this Supreme
Court case would destroy checks and balances and throw elections into
chaos. We quickly mobilized our legal team and communications hub to urge
the court to reject this fringe theory.

We conducted message research to learn how we could effectively message
the case across party lines. Using our findings, we produced a two-minute

explainer video4—an easy-to-understand animation breaking down how
dangerous the theory is. To date, over 1.1 million people have viewed the
video in English or Spanish.

On the legal front, we co-coordinated amicus briefs5 detailing the dangers of
the theory and compiled comprehensive resources annotating each brief.
Litigants and the justices themselves used language from our brief during oral
arguments.

Donate today and your gift will be matched:

D O N AT E  $ 2 5  =  $ 5 0D O N AT E  $ 2 5  =  $ 5 0

D O N AT E  $ 4 5  =  $ 9 0D O N AT E  $ 4 5  =  $ 9 0

D O N AT E  $ 7 5  =  $ 1 5 0D O N AT E  $ 7 5  =  $ 1 5 0

D O N AT E  $ 1 2 5  =  $ 2 5 0D O N AT E  $ 1 2 5  =  $ 2 5 0

Each of these victories matters for our democracy, and we couldn’t have
accomplished them without you. As we work to rebuild our multiracial
democracy and ensure that every American has a voice in the issues that
affect them, your support matters.

Join the fight. Make a tax-deductible gift today—your impact on our
democracy will be doubled.

Thank you for your support,
The Brennan Center for Justice Team

1https://www.npr.org/2022/01/03/1069764164/american-democracy-poll-jan-6
2https://www.brennancenter.org/issues/ensure-every-american-can-vote/vote-suppression/myth-voter-
fraud
3https://youtu.be/7YjY00Cd_MI
4https://youtu.be/RdPZCMpP3u4
5https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/brennan-center-amicus-brief-moore-v-harper

Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
120 Broadway, Suite 1750 New York, NY 10271

646-292-8310  brennancenter@nyu.edu
Support Brennan Center
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Podcast

Opportunities:
Pre-, mid-, and post-rolls :30 and :60

Every morning, renowned  
political expert Greg Sargent 
takes a critical look at the  
day’s hottest stories and speaks 
directly with America’s most 
influential power players.

Past guests include:

David Axelrod  
Former Obama strategist

Senator Michael Bennet 

Paul Krugman  
New York Times columnist

Barbara McQuade  
Former federal prosecutor

Representative Ruben Gallego

Representative Colin Allred



Events

Join us as we take The New 
Republic on the road. 
 
Ask for custom integrations for these and  
all of our events.

2024 Opportunities

Monthly ..........  The Best Political Trivia Night in D.C. 

January ...........  America in Crisis/New York 

April 25 ............  Political Influencer Awards

May .................  Stop Trump Summit Tour/Philadelphia 

June 8  .............  Right to Read Day/Miami

July 16 .............  Stop Trump Summit Tour/Milwaukee 

August 19 ........  Stop Trump Summit Tour/Chicago

October ...........  TNR Banned Books Tour/Multiple locations 

October 20 ......  Stop Trump Summit Tour/D.C.

More to come!



Net Rates

Print Digital Newsletter Dedicated Email

$10,000 Full page 4C $30 CPM $1,000 per unit $6,000 per email

$7,200 2/3 vertical 4C  

$5,500 1/2 horizontal 4C  

$3,600 1/3 vertical 4C  



2024 Editorial Calendar

Date Theme* Print Ad Close Date Ads Due On Sale

March Print+Digital The Primaries 1/10/24                 1/17/24           2/13/24

April Digital only Earth Week

Print+Digital Spring Books 2/14/24                 2/21/24           3/19/24

May Digital only Future of Work

Print+Digital Political Influencer Awards 3/20/24                 3/27/24           4/23/24

June Print+Digital
Supreme Court, Women’s Rights, Abortion and the Election;  
Technology in Politics 4/17/24                 4/24/24           5/21/24

July/Aug Digital only Democratic Convention

Print+Digital 110th Anniversary Issue; Follow the Money 5/22/24                 5/29/24           6/25/24

September Digital only Sustainable Futures, Life in a Warming World

Print+Digital The Economy 7/10/24                 7/17/24           8/13/24

October Digital only Banned Books

Print+Digital Fall Books 8/14/24                8/21/24           9/17/24

November Print+Digital Elections 2024 9/18/24                 9/25/24           10/22/24

December Print+Digital Postelection; Democracy Today; Holiday Books 10/30/24               11/06/24         12/03/24

Jan/Feb 2025 Print+Digital America 2025 11/27/24               12/04/24         12/31/24

*Themes subject to change
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